Registration Form
http://www.trixbruce.com/trix-bruce-webinar-sessions-available/

May 1, 2021 @ 8 am – 4 pm (Pacific Time)
Zoom Online Meeting ~ Presented by Trix Bruce (Deaf)

Medical Interpreting: Women’s Health & Wellness
Through many mentor sessions working with interpreters, I have kept notes to share. It's amazing to see how interpreters
creatively face challenges as they translate from English to ASL. I treasure opportunities to help interpreters improve their
visual thinking, which Deaf audiences appreciate. My workshop offers a myriad of ways to make interpreting more visual.
We will demonstrate how classifiers may be used most effectively to communicate specific information in medical
interpreting situations. Broaden your understanding of visual interpreting techniques regarding anatomical and medical
interpreting. Learn more about Deaf Culture. Visual clips, visual aids, analysis, current medical terminology, and outlines will
be available. This workshop will focus on surgery procedures, medical tools, birth, and causes of injury, illness and
conditions. (0.7 Professional Studies RID CEUs available)
Educational Objectives:





Practice specific interpreting skills related to medical settings.
Demonstrate analysis of challenging medical interpreting situations, and devise strategies for these
situations.
Identify obsolete signs and demonstrate updated signs, such as ways to sign new technological
developments.

RID CEUs: Trix Bruce is an Approved RID CMP Sponsor for Continuing Education Activities. This Professional Studies program
is offered for all workshops 0.7 for this webinar at the Little/No to Some Content Knowledge Level.
TARGET AUDIENCE: Target audience: Working, certified, and pre-certified interpreters anywhere in the US.
NOTES: E-Handouts will be provided. The workshop will be presented in ASL. No voice interpretation will be provided. For
details on refunds, cancellations, and special accommodations policies, please send an email to info@trixbruce.com . Trix
Bruce promotes a learning environment free from discrimination and bias, and encourages mutual respect for all participants.
My workshops benefit participants at all levels. Countless advanced interpreters have let me know that they enjoyed learning
updated/new signs that they haven’t seen before, such as regional accents. They also loved it when I explained how to sign
messages into ASL, rather than just signing in English word by word. Interpreters appreciate that my workshops are excellent
for review as well as for discovering new things that apply within the professional work environment. Students also
mentioned that my workshops helped them to understand how to approach their own projects, research, and practice more
effectively.
RSVP! Registration Fee: $110
http://www.trixbruce.com/trix-bruce-webinar-sessions-available/
Working over 20 years with on-site presentations, moving to online webinars has been a challenge. However, as a Deaf entrepreneur, my passion to
encourage ASL interpreters to expand their knowledge and skills continues!
Enjoy ~ Gaining ASL skills! ~ Live cam/chat questions! ~ Earning RID CEUs from home!

Trix – Busy as a bee!

